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Ang Mag Anak Na Cruz Katha Pumapaksa Sa Pagpapahalagang Pilipino Liwayway A Arceo
A comprehensive, one-year introductory textbook for Tagalog, the language spoken in the Philippines. Beginning Tagalog has been designed to meet the specific needs of adult native speakers of English who wish to learn spoken Tagalog, though students with other language backgrounds may be able to follow the course with profit. With fairly intensive class scheduling, and assuming laboratory assignments and home study, the text can
be covered in one academic year. The text is designed to accomplish two aims. The first is to impart oral control of Tagalog and, by means of an acquaintance with the major patterns of the language, to provide the means for additional independent study that will lead to a full mastery of the structures and a vocabulary that is sufficiently broad to meet the needs of most students. The second aim is to provide accurate, up-to-date
information about the patterns of Filipino culture that will enable a student to understand the social customs, standards, values, and aspirations of the Filipino people, in order to prepare him for sympathetic, enlightened, and useful participation in the context of Filipino society. . . . The text consists of 25 units and appendices. In the first half of the text, the student plays the part of hearer and speaker, with only incidental reading of oral
dialogs and drills. From Unit XIII on there is a reading section designated for each unit, correlated with the primarily spoken materials, but designed to promote facility in the orthography and distinctive patterns of the written language. . . The basic format is as follows: A. Basic Dialog B. Cultural and Structural Notes C. Pronunciation Exercises (to Unit XIII) D. Drills and Grammar E. Cumulative Drills F. Visual-Cue Drills G.
Comprehension-Response Drills H. Readings (from Unit XIII)"
Ang Lahing Pilipino Sa Ikatlong Milenyo 2
Makabayan 1' 2004 Ed.
Huwaran 1
Huwaran 3
Memoirs of a General : with the Original Tagalog Text
The Katipunan and the Revolution
Huwaran 4
Sweet on You
Isa Sa Dalawang Dakilang Gantimpala ; 1983-84
A Compilation of Filipino Women Centennial Awardees

Wealthy Richard Walker has just died, leaving behind his country house full of rooms packed with the detritus of a lifetime. His estranged family - bitter ex-wife Caroline, troubled teenage son Trenton, and unforgiving daughter Minna - have arrived for their inheritance.
But the Walkers are not alone. Prim Alice and the cynical Sandra, long dead former residents bound to the house, linger within its claustrophobic walls. Jostling for space, memory, and supremacy, they observe the family, trading barbs and reminiscences about their past
lives. Though their voices cannot be heard, Alice and Sandra speak through the house itself - in the hiss of the radiator, a creak in the stairs, the dimming of a light bulb. The living and dead are each haunted by painful truths that will soon surface with explosive
force. When a new ghost appears, and Trenton begins to communicate with her, the spirit and human worlds collide - with cataclysmic results.
A Filipino Christmas romance
A Novel
Juanita Cruz
Komunikasyon 2' 2002 Ed.
Toward a New Millennium
Francis of Assisi
UMPIL Directory of Filipino Writers
PSSC Social Science Information
Beginning Tagalog
A Union Catalog
National Mid-week
Offers spiritual advice for teenagers on a variety of topics, including popularity, dating, motivation, success, and relationships with family and friends.
Sambotani Iv' 2007 Ed.
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A Dark Tinge to the World
Filipino Women Writers and Their Works
Feminine Voices
Mga Maria, mga Eva
Every Teenagers Little Black Book
Ang Mag-anak na Cruzkatha na pumapaksa sa pagpapahalagang PilipinoMga Maria, mga EvaPatuloy Na KaunlarranRex Bookstore, Inc.A Dark Tinge to the WorldSelected Essays, 1987-2005UP PressPilipinas, Bayang Minamahal 1 Tm' 2003 Ed.Rex Bookstore, Inc.Philippine Journal of
EducationPilipinas Kong Hirang 1 Patnubay Ng Guro1st Ed. 2007Rex Bookstore, Inc.Every Teenagers Little Black BookHarrison House Publishers
Filipino Women
Bata, Bata ... Pa?o Ka Ginawa?
CCP Encyclopedia of Philippine Art: Index
Makabayan 2' 2004 Ed.
Pilipinas Kong Hirang 1 Patnubay Ng Guro1st Ed. 2007
A Course for Speakers of English
Selected Essays, 1987-2005
Pilipinas, Bayang Minamahal 1 Tm' 2003 Ed.
Pilipinas, Bayang Minamahal 2' 2003 Ed.
Higit Na Kaunlaran
Rooms
“A holiday escape as fluffy and sinful as a Christmas pastry.”—Entertainment Weekly All’s fair in love and prank wars For barista and café owner Sari Tomas, Christmas means parols, family, and no-holds-barred karaoke contests. This year, though, a new neighbor is throwing a wrench in all her best-laid plans. The baker next door—“some fancy boy from Manila”—might have
cute buns, but when he tries to poach her customers with cheap coffee and cheaper tactics, the competition is officially on. And Baker Boy better be ready, because Sari never loses. Foodie extraordinaire Gabriel Capras want to prove to his dad that his career choice doesn’t make him any less a man. The Laneways might not be Manila, but the close-knit community is the perfect spot
to grow his bakery into a thriving business. He wasn’t expecting a gorgeous adversary in the barista next door, but flirting with her makes his heart race, and it’s not just the caffeine. It’s winner takes all this Christmas. And more than one competitor might just lose their heart for the holidays.
Patuloy Na Kaunlarran
Sulong Pilipina! Sulong Pilipinas!
Tungo Sa Kaunlaran
The Best of Mang Ambo
Philippine Journal of Education
Accessions List: Southeast Asia
Sigay 3' 2005 Ed.(wika at Pagbasa)
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